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The barriers to
better collaboration
in a hybrid workforce

CONTACT CENTERS FACE A DRAMATIC SHIFT.
As customer expectations change, contact center processes risk becoming more complex and confusing.
Managing a hybrid contact center workforce for the long haul won’t be easy -- and those expectations aren't
going away.

THESE BARRIERS CALL FOR A SIMPLER
APPROACH TO CONTACT CENTER
OPERATIONS.
Can your legacy workforce engagement management solution meet the
expanded demands and complexities of a hybrid contact center workforce?

Like it or not, some version of working from home—or working from anywhere, for that
matter—is here to stay. It's time for a simpler approach.

of workers expect to be in
the office for only 10 or
fewer days each month.

Create ‘About you’
infographic

Accept invitation to
setup email address

Read the culture book
of employees believe
future meetings will
include remote
participants.

of contact center
employees want to work
remote or adopt a hybrid
method in 2021.

of contact centers will
return some of the WFH
agent pool to traditional
offices by 2022.
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EMPLOYEES CAN WORK ANYWHERE. HOW CAN YOU PLAN FOR THAT?

HOW CAN YOU ONBOARD NEW REMOTE EMPLOYEES — AND TRAIN THEM?

HOW CAN YOU KEEP DATA FROM FALLING INTO A BLACK HOLE?

MAKE THEM FEEL VALUED.

We all want to feel valued when we come to work, and
this is especially true for call center agents. By the very
nature of their jobs, agents can often be thrust into
difficult situations. Rewards programs, longevity
incentives and even a simple compliment or department-
wide recognition can go a long way.

PROVIDE THEM FLEXIBILITY.

In many cases, work can be done from anywhere.
Encouraging schedule flexibility will make your company
more appealing to talented agents and encourage
retention. The minor investment you’ll make in WFH
technology will be recouped easily in diminished hiring
and training expenses.

USE THE CLOUD AS YOUR GUIDE.

Cloud-based apps give managers expanded visibility into
the contact center environment, so they can see precisely
what’s going on and exactly where problems exist. With
that insight, managers can quickly, inexpensively create
and deliver custom coaching that resolves specific issues
that individual agents are having and upskills all agents as
scenarios change.

LEARN AT THEIR OWN PACE.

Offer your agents any class, coaching or demonstration as
on-demand curriculum that they can consume at a time—
and place—most convenient for them. Each agent, for
example, could choose to complete a new, mandatory
security or process training course during his or her own,
scheduled off-phone times.

CUSTOMIZE BY AUDIENCE.

For some people, understanding the basics of an
approach is all they need to feel comfortable making a
decision. Others may require a deeper technical
understanding. You need to cater to your stakeholder’s
individual needs to gain the required buy-in.

EMPLOY VISUALIZATIONS.

Data visualizations can help your audience efficiently
understand large and complex amounts of data in a short
period of time. A well-designed chart or graph can go a
long way toward increasing the impact of otherwise
complicated concepts. The visualizations you choose
should help explain your data and support the message
you are trying to send.

By 2022, one-half
of contact centers
will have returned
some portion of
their work-from-
home agent pool
to traditional
locations,
increasing the
demands on
supervisors
managing mixed
agent pools.

FOR MORE ON MEETING
THE NEEDS OF A HYBRID
WORKFORCE, VISIT
CALABRIO.COM.

- Keith Dawson,
Ventana Research

https://info.calabrio.com/icg-to-cc-remote-working-solutions

